We offer

Student Assistant (Lab Coordinator)
(5 to 9 h/week)

ABOUT US Our aim is to understand visual perception and we investigate this topic using a wide range of tools from psychology, neuroscience, and computer science.

WE OFFER • flexible working hours • Insights into cutting-edge research in psychology and neuroscience of vision • development of a wide range of skills involved in administration, organization, and communication

YOUR TASKS • Overseeing day-to-day lab operations • Lab management and administration • Organization of social events and business travels • Purchasing & management of tools and resources • Assistance with data acquisition and preparation

YOUR PROFILE • Student of any discipline • Good organizational skills • Ability to work independently and conscientiously • Experience with administrative or organizational work desirable but not necessary

HOW TO APPLY Please submit your documents (cover letter, curriculum vitae, certificates, possibly references) as a single PDF to:
Laura Stoinski: stoinski@cbs.mpg.de

We specifically encourage members of underrepresented minorities, including the LGBTQ+ community, to apply to this position. Applications will be screened from the 13th of June 2022 and are open until the position is filled.